Warning about counterfeit products – siegling blizzard® heating presses

In recent times, counterfeit versions of our Siegling Blizzard heating presses have appeared repeatedly on
the market across the world. For the most part, these are supplied by Chinese companies, who advertise
that they are official partners and suppliers for Forbo siegling blizzard® heating presses.
This is incorrect. We have no association with these companies.
Counterfeit branded products are more than just a nuisance for the customer; they damage the Forbo brand
as well as the whole industry. Counterfeit devices do not guarantee either the high level of product quality or
the required product safety levels of siegling blizzard® heating presses. In addition, there is no guarantee of
compliance with all legal regulations. Counterfeit products can be seized by the authorities and could lead to
financial penalties. The use of counterfeit devices can, in the worst case, also lead to personal injury and
damage to property. The user takes sole liability for any damage caused by counterfeit products. Of course
we do not provide any guarantee or services for counterfeit products we do not give any statutory warranty.
If you have purchased a counterfeit product, you should request the seller to refund the purchase price. A
counterfeit product only claims to be manufactured by or for Forbo so that you buy it without knowing you
are not purchasing the quality for which Forbo is well-known.
It is easy to identify counterfeit products which are currently in circulation as compared with the original, as
you can see from the comparison pictures below.

The original:
Heating plate width: 160 mm
Colour: blue

The copy:
Heating plate width: 130 mm
Colour: orange

If you should have serious doubts that the product you have purchased is genuine, then please contact your
local Forbo Siegling company.
Please only buy your Forbo siegling blizzard® splicing equipment from the sales department of
Forbo Siegling companies and their official, certified distributors. For an up-to-date list, please see:
https://www.forbo.com/movement/de-de/kontakt/weltweite-verkaufsstellen/pxn840

